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        Elevate Your Comfort

        Dedicated to excellence, Boreal excels in both residential and commercial applications, delivering top-of-the-line HVAC systems that blend seamlessly with your lifestyle or business operations.

      

    

  

  

  

  
    
      
    

  






  

  

  
    

      
      
      
        
          
          
            
              Single-Zone

              
                Heat or cool a targeted room.
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              Multi-Zone

              
                Heat or cool multiple rooms.
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              Central Air

              
                Heat or cool an entire home or building.
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    Discover the Advantages of Choosing Boreal

    Cutting-Edge G10 Technology, Advanced WiFi Connectivity, and Extended Warranty Assurance.
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        G10 Inverter Technology

        A highly efficient and energy-saving system designed to optimize the performance of air conditioning units by precisely controlling the power supply frequency, resulting in enhanced cooling and heating performance, reduced energy consumption, and quieter operation.
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        SmartHome & WiFi Enabled

        Step into the future of comfort with Boreal's WiFi-enabled technology! Our cutting-edge systems are crafted to deliver convenience and control directly to your fingertips. Seamlessly control your mini-split's temperature from anywhere — at home, in your car, or from your desk at work — all easily managed with a few simple taps on your phone. Experience a new level of personalized comfort with Boreal.
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        Promise of Excellence

        Experience unmatched peace of mind with Boreal's industry-leading warranty program! We stand proudly behind the exceptional quality of our products, offering you an unparalleled warranty that sets a new standard in the market. With Boreal, you're not just purchasing a product; you're investing in a promise of excellence and reliability serviced by our HVAC specialists.
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                    Comfort Control

                    Mini-split systems allow for individualized temperature control in different areas, enabling you to create customized comfort zones. This feature is especially useful in homes or offices with varying heating and cooling needs, ensuring that each room is at the perfect temperature for its occupants.

                    Explore Products
                  

                  
                  
                    Space-Saving Design

                    The sleek and modern design of mini-splits complements any interior décor, offering an aesthetic and practical solution to space constraints. Unlike bulky traditional systems, mini-splits can be mounted on walls or ceilings, saving valuable floor space and blending seamlessly into the background, thus enhancing the overall look and feel of your space.
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                    Improved Air Quality

                     Mini-splits are not just about temperature control; they also significantly improve indoor air quality. Equipped with advanced filtration technologies, these systems effectively trap dust, allergens, and other airborne particles, providing a cleaner and healthier living environment. This is particularly beneficial for individuals with allergies or respiratory issues, ensuring that the air they breathe is fresh and free from irritants.
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        Boreal products are 
eco-friendly.

        Our commitment to sustainability and energy efficiency ensures that you enjoy optimal comfort without compromising on environmental responsibility.

        Ready to try Boreal?

        Contact Sales
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                  Smaller Carbon Footprint
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        Discover Boreal's advanced heat pump mini-splits – the perfect blend of energy efficiency and modern technology. Ideal for diverse climates, our eco-friendly solutions provide exceptional heating and cooling, ensuring your comfort year-round. Experience the difference with Boreal: where innovation meets sustainability.
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